This article shows a lower cost realization of a compute cluster using Debian distribution such as PelicanHPC. We will explain parameterization and network configuration for master and compute slave nodes. Performance testing will take place using f lops.f file given by MPI. The results will be compared between differents clusters. We will explain quickly how the temperature is controlled by a microcontroller unit.
Introduction
Parallel programming is a very new tool using multiple computing cores for a given program, increasing the speedup in the parallelized instructions of the program. In this article we are particularly interested to test the performance of a cluster using the f lops.f file given by MPI. The cluster is based on the Debian distribution named PelicanHPC [1] (For High Performance Clusters) with Xfce desktop environment which is lightweight (version used is PelicanHPC 3.1 [3] ). Pelican is a live CD distribution that provides the ability to boot a full Linux operating system and access many software from the media (CD, DVD or USB stick) without installation on the hard disk, and without altering its content. Note that this system has great potential thanks to its support for parallel computing based on MPI using Fortran (77, 90, 95), C, C ++, but also interpreted languages such as GNU Octave or semi-interpreted as Phyton.
Setup
The PXE boot (acronym for Pre-boot eXecution Environment) allows a workstation to boot from the network by recovering an operating system image that is on a server [2] . This system image could be a gross operating system or an operating system with custom personal software components. This cluster in picture 1 has a master node that manages the startup by PXE boot other the network of two slave nodes. As was said earlier, the PelicanHPC system is only live version, that is to say all data and configuration made on the live partition is deleted when the cluster is shutdown or restarted. Note that all nodes must be in the same subnet (see picture 2) to allow starting and they must have PXE option enabled in their BIOS. It may be noted that it is strongly recommended to leave PelicanHPC manage his own DHCP server to avoid conflicts. This calculation system have a hybrid memory since each of the cores of the APU AMD A8 6600K share the same memory (RAM), but the memories are different from one processor to another. Now look at the expected maximum theoretical performance:
CP U : (4, 2 * 4 * 4) * 3 = 201, 6 Gf lops 
Results and performance
We will analyse quickly the results we can show on picture 3. There is three different cluster including our homemade PelicanHPC high performance cluster. Two others are cluster from Nuclear Physics Institute of Lyon (IPNL) respectively with 16 and 24 cores. In our small network architecture with three motherboards, we can notice that performance is almost a linear function of the number of cores. Moreover, thanks to this results, homemade 
Conclusion
It is important to know the performance of a cluster in order to adapt a parallel code. Based on certain formulations using differents parts of the cluster, the resolution will be slowest in some cases, that's why it's important to adjust code to the considered cluster configurations. To talk about price of this installation, we can have 4*3 cores clocked at 4,2 Ghz for less than 650 euros (including motherboards and network installations). The price and simplicity of implementation of this Debian distribution in a compute cluster is a real benefit not to ignore. A single cluster like this may prove more efficient than industrial cluster nodes with 16 cores or more.
